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DATIVE CASE MARKERS
Name the 4 dative case endings (masc, fem, neut, pl). Explain how these case markers appear on words in German.
Examples to translate into German: "with my father, from your mother, to their children," etc., etc.

PERSONAL PRONOUNS
Name the 9 personal pronouns in German (my, your, his, her, its, our, etc.) in the nominative.
Give the dative forms to each of these, then give the accusative forms.
With this, you will have a complete chart of all 27 forms of the personal pronouns in German.

NOUNS IN THE DATIVE PLURAL
Explain how nouns in the dative plural are marked. (Which ending is applied to dative plural?)
Provide clear contrastive examples in German showing that you understand this concept.

BENEFICIARY
Explain in detail in English the concept of a beneficiary (also known as indirect object).
Provide multiple sentences in German indicating your mastery of the concept of beneficiary.
Which verbs (based on meaning) are needed in sentences to produce a beneficiary?
Which case does German use to express the beneficiary?
English sometimes uses a preposition to mark a beneficiary, how does German make the beneficiary?

DATIVE PREPOSITIONS
Name the 8 prepositions in German that we have learned governing the dative case.
Hint: We learned a song to help memorize these words.
Give the rough English meaning to each and be able to recite sentences in German showing examples of each.
Review: What does it mean that a preposition governs case?

SPECIAL MEANINGS OF PREPOSITIONS
Be sure you have mastered the German words for to home and at home.
Write sentences in German meaning to a person’s home and at a person’s home.
Provide examples in German of the time expressions since and for. What is the tense of the German verb with these?
Hint: How do you say in German: I've lived here for three years. She has worked here since last January.

DATIVE VERBS
Name five (5) dative verbs in German and give the English meaning to each. (Memorize these!)
Explain the concept of a dative verb & provide an example German sentence to each of the 5 you have memorized.
Show how a dative verb contrasts with a transitive verb. (Hint: Compare with verbs that take a normal direct object.)

EXPERIENTIAL DATIVE
Explain the concept of dative of experience and give example sentences in German with their English translations.
Hint: These appear with the verbs "schmecken & gefallen" as well as saying "I'm hot/cold. & How are you?"

DATIVE OF RELATIONSHIP 
Demonstrate that you understand the concept of the German dative of relationship as discussed in class.
Provide example sentences in German with English translations to each.
Give a clear and accurate grammatical analysis to each of your sentences.
Three verbs that work with this grammar model are: passen, stehen & gehören.

WEAK NOUNS
Demonstrate that you understand the concept of a German masculine weak noun ("N" noun).
Provide example sentences in German showing the grammar endings of these nouns in nom., acc., &  dative case.
Provide from memory a list of at least five of these German nouns (including neighbor, person, & Mr.).

POSSESSIVE ADJECTIVES
List the nine possessive adjectives in German and give their English meanings.
Draw a chart of endings showing the case grammar markers used with these.
Be able to fill in the blank and translate these words from English to German.


